1. Aerial view of the existent. It shows the earlier intervention of Chiado reconstruction after the fire of 1988. The new intervention intents to complete the connection of Patio B with the ruins of the Church of Carmo, the Carmo Square and the Santa Justa Lift.

2. Carmo Square Convent entrance shows a change in the original street level and now the access is made by stairs. On lateral side, a gate to close the connection with the Santa Justa Lift and ground level of the church ruins.

3. The existent state of the public space does not allow the permanency of public on the ground and the connection to Santa Justa Lift is done by a metallic bridge.

4. This view from the bridge show the non-existen connection to Patio B.

5. One of the most disturbing facts of the existent is the ground level of the Church. There is a complete missing of the area and the metallic bridge is a visual barrier that does not benefit the space of the ruins.

6. Over the years some buildings where built to fulfill the needs of the GNR Military Quarter. Today they no longer have this need so it is proposed to demolish some constructions and recover others.

7. View from Santa Justa Lift over the existent buildings and future Carmo Terrace.